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STYLE
CURATED
WITH
THEORY
FOR A
TIMELESS
COMFORT



Ever since the rst humans 

fashioned tools for gathering food, 

design has been a ceaseless cycle 

towards comfort and ergonomics. 

With eons of effort on the 

part of our ancestors, 

and 22 years of our own expertise, 

what we bring to you is a 

sense of design that is ish, STYL

yet deeply rooted in the 

the  of design, ORY

and is made to make your lives

comfortable round-the-clock.

This is STYLORY.



Contemporary lifestyle is so 

overwhelming. With each individual 

juggling several roles simultaneously, 

seeking comfort in all our actions 

becomes essential to us. 

A comfort that makes us fall in 

love, inspires us to be better and 

shapes our personality is what 

we seek to deliver.  And our aim is

to provide it throughout the day.

With such conception of comfort 

behind the innovative and modular 

designs of Stylory, we wish to share 

with you an ergonomic epitome of 

ease and aesthetics.



Stylory is known to craft posh, 

contemporary lifestyles with an 

impressive range of modular furniture 

that is curated for your round 

the clock comfort.

From subtle seduction to amboyant 

appeal, Stylory Kitchen sparks an 

intimacy with the space that blossoms 

into an artful inspiration through superior 

convenience.

Beautifully designed and highly 

functional modular Wardrobes and 

cabinets by Stylory will make your 

life comfortable and your 

Home beautiful.

Stylory’s modular Office furniture 

is ergonomically designed for high 

performance and comfort to contribute 

in crafting your success story.

 

CONTEMPORARY COMFORT



AN 
ESTHETICS 
SPECTACLE 
AWAITS
Rest your eyes and

clean your eyeglasses.



Our intoxicating Kitchen designs are 

curated with elegance, care and expertise 

to create an atmosphere of ease and comfort 

at whatever time you wish to use it. This is a 

place meant to stir your inner artist and bring

out the connoisseur in you.

TEMPTATIONS 



Vivid, Vibrant and the Vehement Modular Kitchen Designs introduces 

the Stylory Venust the L shaped Kitchen designs with glass 

nishing that redenes your basic kitchen concepts ,boasts a larger 

work space with multiple entrance provisions , and having the 

advantage of convenient cooking options. Utilizing even the corners 

that are detailed with perfection crafted especially for the perfectionist 

in you. Venust is branded with cohesive furnishing options.

VENUST



FEATURES
VENUST

TOP SHELF

-   Cabinet mounted on the wall that

   assures an effortless handling 

-  Open shelf that store things that are 

   quite often needed

-  Multi tier storage space

CORNER CABINET UNIT 

Hassle free solutions to those 

inaccessible corners of the kitchen. 

Complete and unrestricted access 

to the corner cabinet where shelves 

are turned to the front and swiveled 

out of the cabinet completely. 



Stylory Vanity the amboyant Polyurethane (PU) kitchen design with 

the counter that adds more storage space to your kitchen. Appliances 

cabinet, sleek and elegant features with the top branded appliances 

makes your kitchen delightful.  Island kitchens with the counter guarantees 

an additional seating where your kids would love to dine. For larger 

kitchens the ability to add preparation sinks, refrigerator drawers, and 

additional cooking area is a way to make your kitchen more functional and 

useful. Add a range hood over your stove/grill and now your island 

becomes the main hub of cooking and entertaining.

VANITY



FEATURES
VANITY

KITCHEN SINK

-   Elegant kitchen sinks, comes with

   different design and material just 

   the way you needed.

-   Fits properly with the kitchen structureKITCHEN FAUCET

-   Faucets adding sparks to the sink

-   Separate Dry and wet sinks added 

   for convenience 



Laminated standard Kitchen concept face lifted with 

the modular designs introducing Stylory Verlae .The 

straight and the single walled kitchen that saves you 

kitchens work space. A single-wall kitchen unit can provide 

the basic services for someone who uses it infrequently, 

without compromising living space. One-wall kitchens are 

well suited to contemporary warehouse apartments or loft 

living, particularly when the cabinetry is crafted in the latest 

materials. The one-wall kitchen layout keeps the workow 

running smoothly. 

VERLAE



CABINETS (WALL)

-  State of the art Lift technology for 

   the hassle free usage. 

   All it needs is a gentle pull

-  Cabinet mounted on the wall that 

   assures an effortless handling and 

   a awless design

-  Opening and closing with a nger tip.

FEATURES
VERLAE

KITCHEN LIGHTINGS

-   Light up your kitchen with Stylory 

   and be the star in your circle 

-   Cabinet Lightings  so you don't require 

   a torch to nd things

-   Lightings designed functionally

-   Separate Lightings for cooking area

CHIMNEYS

-  Top Branded Chimneys for the Master Chef in you

-   Redening the basic kitchen appliances concepts with most modern design structures.

-  Chimneys that are precisely designed for a smoke less cooking experience



VOILA

VOILA!! The traditional and classy U shaped 

wooden kitchen sobriquet as Stylory Voila. Inculcated 

with the top German designs and features that makes 

your everyday cooking easy as you like. Spacious and 

effective kitchen designs that even a crowd of three is not 

a problem and you can just enjoy cooking with your loved 

ones. Stylory introduces Voila as a pragmatic kitchen 

concept keeping in mind your needs and requirements.



FEATURES
VOILA ADJUSTABLE ELECTRIC 

SOCKETS AND APPLIANCES

POSITIONING

-  The all new adjustable electric sockets that

   can be mobilized as per the convenience

-  Appliances positions that are exclusive for

   an effective cooking

CABINETS (BASE)

-  More spacious base cabins that 

   can accommodate your entire 

   cutlery, cups , plates and much more

-  Inbuilt holders that holds plates

   and cups and keeps them safe

   from breakage

-  Quick and easy access with water

   collecting basins

SHUTTER HANDLES

-  Designer handles for the easy 

   operations adding class to your kitchen

-  Handles that go hand in hand 

   with the kitchen design

-  Sleek and slim designs



Break the wardrobing stereotypes with 

Stylory Grandeur the extravagant modular wardrobe 

created for the contemporary architectural marvels.

Wardrobe prioritized with the necessity and the 

stylish details that adds a spark in your lifestyle . 

Explore the variety of modular wardrobing 

provisions with Stylory

GRANDEUR



Modern artistic glass nished sliding 

doors wi th internal ly  equipped 

lightings. Wardrobe structured with 

compartment wise segregation with 

dedicated space for footwear and 

travel bags. Internal cabinets/lockers 

customized just as you require it to be.



The classic wooden nished wardrobe with the traditional two way 

openable doors .Top quality non rusting wooden structure having 

enough rooms for each cabin that can accommodate your 

clothes. Dedicated holders for your travel bags and special shoe 

rack included within the compartments



The luxury ofce concepts that are crafted 

with the nest german technology for the 

congenial working experience. 

Styolry Magnanimous synonym for style and 

the luxury. Designed for the professionals just the 

way they desire it to be. Modular ofce space 

delineated for the formalist

MAGNANIMOUS



Redesigning the classic ofce structure with the new exotic and attractive ofce designs, having a 3*2 

drawers for the safe storage of your les and documents. Cubicle designed especially for the system 

works and the paper works .Adding colour combination details based on your requirements. And the 

attractive ofce thumb pin boards because you don’t want to forget the important dates and event.



The all new spacious and the non rusty wooden nished ofce cubicles with wooden 

framed partitions. Cubicle includes comfy chairs with arm rests for the comfortable 

seating. A Specially designed wire outlets for the chargers and cables. And the classy 

and modern utility design which make you fall in love with work



ANNEXURE

LIGHTS

ACCESSORIES

COUNTER TOPAPPLIANCES

FAUCET & SINK



ANNEXURE

SHUTTER HANDLES

MIRROR

WORK STATION CABINETS



SMART TIPS FOR 
A SMARTER KITCHEN

¤ Modular kitchens are practical, manageable, stylish and technical. Pay 
signicant attention to technical aspects for hassle-free solutions.

¤ The design for modular kitchen depends on space available. For maller 
space, choose straight kitchen, for larger spaces, choose L, U-shaped 
or ISLAND kitchen designs.

¤ Slots for electrical and plumbing points need to be kept in mind before 
designing the space, especially for apartments. Ensure an easy outlet 
for water.

¤ Storage requirements need to be analyzed in order to plan drawers, 
shelf cabinets or tall units. The storage capacity depends a lot on the 
usage pattern.

¤ Since it determines the longevity of the kitchen, the counter-top needs 
your attention. Choose the material (marble, granite or engineered 
stone) based on the type of cooking in your house.

¤ Avoid dark colours like black and brown as they are not good reectors 
of light.

¤ Prefer sectional drawers over cabinets for optimum utilization of the 
storage space and go for steel-wood combo for longer life.

¤ Space between work areas for cooking, washing and stocking should be 
well planned. Ideally, these spaces should be three feet apart.

¤ Paths throughout a kitchen should be at least 36 inches wide. Paths 
within the cooking zone should be 42 inches wide for a one-cook kitchen 
and 48 inches wide for a two-cook conguration.

¤  Find the right height for the microwave.  For adults, 15 inches above 
countertop level is a good microwave height. For kids, a below-
countertop setup may be safer and more suitable.


